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Statisticians define a population as the entire collection of items that is the focus of concern.  
The branch of Statistics called Descriptive Statistics, provides us with ways to describe the 
characteristics of a given population by measuring each of its items and then summarizing the  
set of measures in various ways.  

The branch of Statistics called Inferential Statistics consists of procedures to make educated 
inferences about the characteristics of a population by drawing a random sample and appropriately 
analyzing the information it provides.  

A population can be of any size and while the items need not be uniform, the items must share at least 
one measurable feature. For example here is a population of 9 persons. While no two of the persons 
are identical they have many features in common. Each of the persons in this population has a weight, 
a height, a hat size and a shoe size, among many other potential features. The set of 9 measurements 
of any one of these features would, in statistical terms, be defined as a population.  

The critical difference between a population and a sample is that with a population our interest is  
to identify its characteristics whereas with a sample, our interest is to make inferences about the 
characteristics of the population from which the sample was drawn.  

It is noteworthy that while the illustrated population is fairly small, it contains only 9 items, a different 
population might be extremely large, It might, for example, consist of all of the persons in a given city, 
country, planet, or even universe.  

Random Sample 

In statistical terms a random sample is a set of items that have been drawn from a population in such 
a way that each time an item was selected, every item in the population had an equal opportunity to 
appear in the sample. In practical terms, it is not so easy to draw a random sample. First, the only 
factor operating when a given item is selected must be chance.  

If, for example, numbered pieces of cardboard are drawn from a hat, it is important that they be 
thoroughly mixed, that they be identical in every respect except for the number printed on them and 
that the person selecting them be well blindfolded.  

Second in order to meet the equal opportunity requirement, it is important that the sampling be done 
with replacement. That is, each time an item is selected; the relevant measure is taken and recorded. 
Then the item must be replaced in the population and be thoroughly mixed with the other items before 
the next item is drawn. If the items are not replaced in the population, each time an item is withdrawn, 
the probability of being selected, for each of the remaining items, will have been increased.  

For example, with the illustrated population, the initial probability that a given item will be selected  
is 1/9. If, however, an item is drawn and not returned before drawing a second item, the probability  
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that a given item will be drawn will have been increased to 1/8.  
 
Of course, this kind of change in probability becomes trivial if our population is very large, but it is 
important to recognize the principle illustrated here, to fully understand the concept of a random 
sample.  

It is also important to recognize that when sampling with replacement, it is possible for the same item 
to appear more than once in a sample and it is possible to draw a random sample that is larger than 
the population from which it came. Notice also, that it is possible to draw as many random samples  
as we like from a give population. The key idea here is that we either sample with replacement or  
we draw our samples from a population that is so large that the withdrawal of successive items 
changes probability by an amount that is too small to be of concern.  

A statistic is a measure on the items in a random sample. Since the only reason to ever draw a 
random sample is to infer something about the population from which it came, it should be clear that 
when we calculate a given statistic we only do so in order to estimate a corresponding parameter  
of the population from which the sample was drawn.  
 
An example of a statistic is the mean (i.e. average) of the measures in the sample.  

As indicated by the central limit theorem, the mean of a random sample can be used to estimate  
the mean of the population from which the sample was taken.  

A parameter is a measurement on a population that characterizes one of its features.  
An example of a parameter is the mode. The mode is the value in the population that occurs most 
frequently. Other examples of parameters are a population's mean (or average) and its variance.  

 

The mean of a random sample is an unbiased estimate of the mean of the population from which  
it was drawn. Another way to say this is to assert that regardless of the size of the population and 
regardless of the size of the random sample, it can be shown (through The Central Limit Theorem) 
that if we repeatedly took random samples of the same size from the same population, the sample 
means would cluster around the exact value of the population mean.  

As illustrated here, our random sample contains 4 items and it was drawn from a population  
that contains 9 items. Most statisticians use (n) to represent the number of items in a sample,  
whereas they use the symbol (N) to represent the number of items in a population.  
For this sample from this population n=4, N=9. 

The mean is one of several indices of central tendency that statisticians use to indicate  
the point on the scale of measures where the population is centered.  
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The mean is the average of the scores in the population. Numerically, it equals the sum of the scores 
divided by the number of scores. It is of interest that the mean is the one value which, if substituted  
for every score in a population, would yield the same sum as the original scores, and hence it would 
yield the same mean.  

This illustration shows a population of 9 persons. It also shows the height of each person as well as 
the formula and calculations of the mean of the population. As is customary, we have used the  
Greek letter mu (μ) to represent the mean of a population.  

The median is one of several indices of central tendency that statisticians use to indicate the point on 
the scale of measures where the population is centered. The median of a population is the point that 
divides the distribution of scores in half. Numerically, half of the scores in a population will have values 
that are equal to or larger than the median and half will have values that are equal to or smaller than 
the median.  

Here is a population of 9 persons arranged in order of their heights. The median height in this 
population is 62 inches.  

The mode is one of several measures of central tendency that statisticians use to indicate the point 
(or points) on the scale of measures where the population is centered. It is the score in the population 
that occurs most frequently. Please notice that the mode is not the frequency of the most numerous 
score. It is the value of that score itself.  

The range is one of several indices of variability that statisticians use to characterize the dispersion 
among the measures in a given population. The range is the distance between the highest and lowest 
score. Numerically, the range equals the highest score minus the lowest score.  

The Central Limit Theorem is a statement about the characteristics of the sampling distribution of 
means of random samples from a given population. That is, it describes the characteristics of the 
distribution of values we would obtain if we were able to draw an infinite number of random samples  
of a given size from a given population and we calculated the mean of each sample.  

The Central Limit Theorem consists of three statements :  

[1] The mean of the sampling distribution of means is equal to the mean of the population from which 
the samples were drawn.  

[2] The variance of the sampling distribution of means is equal to the variance of the population from 
which the samples were drawn divided by the size of the samples.  

[3] If the original population is distributed normally (i.e. it is bell shaped), the sampling distribution  
of means will also be normal. If the original population is not normally distributed, the sampling 
distribution of means will increasingly approximate a normal distribution as sample size increases.  
(i.e. when increasingly large samples are drawn)  

The accompanying figure illustrates the statements of the central limit theorem both algebraically  
and graphically.  
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Also notice that if there are two (or more) different scores that occur with equal frequency and that 
frequency is higher than the frequency of any of the other scores, the population is described as  
multi-modal.  

The Sampling Distribution of a statistic is the set of values that we would obtain if we drew an infinite 
number of random samples from a given population and calculated the statistic on each sample.  
In doing so, all samples must be of the same size (n). While it is not possible for anyone to actually 
draw an infinite number of samples, the concept of a sampling distribution can be understood by 
taking the time to carefully consider the following theoretical exercise.  

Imagine that our population consists of only three numbers: the number 2, the number 3 and the 
number 4. Our plan is to draw an infinite number of random samples of size n = 2 and form a sampling 
distribution of the sample means. The accompanying illustration shows this population and it's first  
two columns show each of the possible random samples (of size n = 2), that might be drawn from  
this population. If the first item is a 2, the second item can be either a 2 again, or it can be a 3 or a 4. 
Remember!, we are drawing a random sample and our population is small, hence we are sampling 
with replacement. If our first item happened to be a 3, the second item might be a 2, a 3 again,  
or a 4 and if our first item happened to be a 4 the second item could be either a 2 or a 3 or a 4 again.  

As seen here, there are only 9 possible combinations of two numbers in a given sample and each of 
the combinations is equally likely. The same is not true, however, for the means of the samples.  

The third column in the illustration shows the means of each of the possible samples and the 
histogram shows the relative frequency of each of these means. In doing so the histogram provides  
a detailed representation of the sampling distribution of means (of size n = 2) that would be obtained  
if we were, in fact, able to draw an infinite number of random samples from the indicated population 
and graphically represent their frequency distribution in a histogram.  

The standard deviation is one of several indices of variability that statisticians use to characterize  
the dispersion among the measures in a given population.  

To calculate the standard deviation of a population it is first necessary to calculate that population's 
variance. Numerically, the standard deviation is the square root of the variance. Unlike the variance, 
which is a somewhat abstract measure of variability, the standard deviation can be readily 
conceptualized as a distance along the scale of measurement. 

Statisticians use the terms "degrees of freedom" to describe the number of values in the final 
calculation of a statistic that are free to vary. Consider, for example the statistic s-square.  

To calculate the s-square of a random sample, we must first calculate the mean of that sample and 
then compute the sum of the several squared deviations from that mean. While there will be n  
such squared deviations only (n - 1) of them are, in fact, free to assume any value whatsoever.  

This is because the final squared deviation from the mean must include the one value of X such that 
the sum of all the Xs divided by n will equal the obtained mean of the sample. All of the other (n - 1) 

squared deviations from the mean can, theoretically, have any values whatsoever. For these reasons, 
the statistic s-square is said to have only (n - 1) degrees of freedom.  
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The statistic s square ( ) is a measure on a random sample that is used to estimate the variance  
of the population from which the sample is drawn.  

Numerically, it is the sum of the squared deviations around the mean of a random sample divided  
by the sample size minus one.  

Regardless of the size of the population, and regardless of the size of the random sample, it can be 
algebraically shown that if we repeatedly took random samples of the same size from the same 
population and calculated the variance estimate on each sample, these values would cluster around 
the exact value of the population variance. In short, the statistic s squared is an unbiased estimate  
of the variance of the population from which a sample is drawn.  

The illustration shows the formula for the calculation of s square and it provides an example of  
its calculation. It is a useful exercise to carry out these calculations by oneself.  

The variance is one of several indices of variability that statisticians use to characterize the dispersion 
among the measures in a given population. To calculate the variance of a given population,  
it is necessary to first calculate the mean of the scores, then measure the amount that each score 
deviates from the mean and then square that deviation (by multiplying it by itself).  
Numerically, the variance equals the average of the several squared deviations from the mean.  

s-square calculated on a sample is an unbiased estimate of the variance of the population from which 
the sample was drawn.  

s-square divided by n (the size of the sample) is an unbiased estimate of the variance of the sampling 
distribution of means for random samples of size n and the square root of this quantity is called the 
standard error of the mean. It is a commonly used index of the error entailed in estimating a population 
mean based on the information in a random sample of size n.  

 This term is an acronym for a procedure entitled Analysis of Variance.  

This procedure employs the statistic (F) to test the statistical significance of the differences among  
the obtained MEANS of two or more random samples from a given population.  

More specifically, using the Central Limit Theorem, one calculates two estimates of a population 
variance.  

 (1) An estimate in which the s square of the obtained means of the several samples  
is multiplied by n (the size of the samples).  
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 (2) An estimate that is calculated as the average (mean) of the obtained s squares  
of the several samples.  

The statistic (F) is formed as the ratio of (1) over (2). If this ratio is sufficiently larger than 1,  
the observed differences among the obtained means are described as being statistically significant.  

Named for the great statistician R. A. Fisher, the statistic (F) is the ratio of two s squares  
(i.e. estimates of a population variance, based on the information in two or more random samples). 
When employed in the procedure entitled ANOVA, the obtained value of F provides a test for the 
statistical significance of the observed differences among the means of two or more random samples. 

Z scores are a special application of the transformation rules. The z score for an item, indicates  
how far and in what direction, that item deviates from its distribution's mean, expressed in units of  
its distribution's standard deviation. The mathematics of the z score transformation are such that  
if every item in a distribution is converted to its z score, the transformed scores will necessarily  
have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.  

Z scores are sometimes called "standard scores". The z score transformation is especially useful 
when seeking to compare the relative standings of items from distributions with different means  
and/or different standard deviations.  

Z scores are especially informative when the distribution to which they refer, is normal. In every 
normal distribution, the distance between the mean and a given Z score cuts off a fixed proportion  
of the total area under the curve. Statisticians have provided us with tables indicating the value  
of these proportions for each possible Z score.  

Z statistics : This statistic is a measure on a random sample (or pair of samples) in which  
a mean (or pair of means) appears in the numerator and the numerator's standard deviation appears 
in the denominator.  

If these calculations yield a value of (z) that is sufficiently different from zero, the test is considered  
to be statistically significant.  
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The Standard Error, or Standard Error of the Mean, is an estimate of the standard deviation  
of the sampling distribution of means, based on the data from one or more random samples.  

Numerically, it is equal to the square root of the quantity obtained when s squared is divided  
by the size of the sample. 

A statistical test is a procedure for deciding whether an assertion (e.g. an Hypothesis) about a 
quantitative feature of a population is true or false. We test an hypothesis of this sort by drawing  
a random sample from the population in question and calculating an appropriate statistic on its items. 
If, in doing so, we obtain a value of the statistic that would occur rarely when the hypothesis is true,  
we would have reason to reject the hypothesis.  

With this procedure it is customary to reject the hypothesis tested when our statistic has a value  
that is among those that, theoretically, would be expected to occur no more than 5 out of every 100 
times that a random sample (of the same size) is drawn from the population in question when the 
hypothesis is, in fact, true. Much of the text of this tutorial is devoted to explanations of exactly  
how this kind of theoretical expectation is developed.  

Finally, it is noteworthy that the appropriate conduct of any statistical test invariably requires  
many thoughtful decisions. It is, for example, always necessary to decide what statistic to use,  
what sample size to employ and what criteria to establish for rejection of the hypothesis tested.  

The null hypothesis is a term that statisticians often use to indicate the statistical hypothesis tested. 
The purpose of most statistical tests, is to determine if the obtained results provide a reason to reject 
the hypothesis that they are merely a product of chance factors. For example, in an experiment  
in which two groups of randomly selected subjects have received different treatments and have 
yielded different means, it is always necessary to ask if the difference between the obtained means  
is among the differences that would be expected to occur by chance whenever two groups are 
randomly selected. In this example, the hypothesis tested is that the two samples are from  
populations with the same mean. Another way to say this is to assert that the investigator tests  
the null hypothesis that the difference between the means of the populations from which the samples 
were drawn, is zero. If the difference between the means of the samples is among those that  
would occur rarely by chance when the null hypothesis is true, the null hypothesis is rejected  
and the investigator describes the results as statistically significant.  
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The alternative hypothesis : The test of a given statistical hypothesis entails an assessment  
of whether or not our sample (or samples) have yielded a statistic that is among those cases  
that would only occur alpha proportion of the time if the hypothesis tested is true.  

In these circumstances we know the probability of rejecting the hypothesis tested when it is true  
(that probability is equal to alpha) but unless we have also specified an alternative hypothesis to  
the hypothesis tested, we have no idea of the probability of being in error, if our test has failed to  
yield a value that enables us to reject the hypothesis tested. 

P   :  

A finding (for example the observed difference between the means of two random samples)  
is described as statistically significant, when it can be demonstrated that the probability of obtaining 
such a difference by chance only, is relatively low. In Psychology, and in many other domains,  
it is customary to describe one's finding as statistically significant, when the obtained result is  
among those that (theoretically) would occur no more than 5 out of 100 times when the only factors 
operating are the chance variations that occur whenever random samples are drawn.  

Statisticians use the Greek letter alpha ( ) to indicate the probability of rejecting the statistical 
hypothesis tested when in fact, that hypothesis is true. Before conducting any statistical test,  
it is important to establish a value for alpha. For most psychologists, and for many other scientists,  
it is customary to set alpha at 0.05.  

This is the equivalent of asserting that you will reject the hypothesis tested if the obtained statistic  
is among those that would occur only 5 out of 100 times that random samples are drawn from a 
population in which the hypothesis is true. If your obtained statistic leads you to reject the hypothesis 
tested, it's not because you believe that the obtained statistic could not have occurred by chance.  

It's that you are asserting that the odds of obtaining that statistic by chance only are sufficiently low 
(one out of twenty) that it reasonable to conclude that your results are not due to chance.  
Could you be in error? Of course you could, but at least you know the probability of such an error.  
It is exactly equal to the value you have previously established for alpha.  

Statisticians use the Greek letter beta ( ) to indicate the probability of failing to reject the hypothesis 
tested when that hypothesis is false and a specific alternative hypothesis is true. For a given test,  
the value of beta is determined by the previously elected value of alpha, certain features of the  
statistic that is being calculated (particularly the sample size) and the specific alternative hypothesis 
that is being entertained. While it is possible to carry out a statistical test without entertaining  
a specific alternative hypothesis, neither beta nor power can be calculated if there is no specific 
alternative hypothesis. It is relevant to note here that power (the probability that the test will reject  
the hypothesis tested when a specific alternative hypothesis is true) is always equal to one minus 
beta. ( i.e. Power = 1 - beta )  

Power : For a statistician, the power of a test is the probability that the test will reject the hypothesis 
tested when a specific alternative hypothesis is true. To calculate the power of a given test it is 
necessary to specify alpha (the probability that the test will lead to the rejection of the hypothesis 
tested when that hypothesis is true) and to specify a specific alternative hypothesis.  
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A statistical test is a procedure for deciding whether an assertion (e.g. a Hypothesis) about a 
quantitative feature of a population is true or false. We test an hypothesis of this sort by drawing a 
random sample from the population in question and calculating an appropriate statistic on its items.  
If, in doing so, we obtain a value of the statistic that would occur rarely when the hypothesis is true  
we would have reason to reject the hypothesis.  

With this procedure it is customary to reject the hypothesis tested when our statistic has a value  
that is among those that, theoretically, would be expected to occur no more than 5 out of every  
100 times that a random sample (of the same size) is drawn from the population in question when  
the hypothesis is, in fact, true. Much of the text of this tutorial is devoted to explanations of exactly  
how this kind of theoretical expectation is developed.  

Finally, it is noteworthy that the appropriate conduct of any statistical test invariably requires  
many thoughtful decisions. It is, for example, always necessary to decide what statistic to use,  
what sample size to employ and what criteria to establish for rejection of the hypothesis tested.  

t statistics   : This statistic is a measure on a random sample (or pair of samples) in which  
a mean (or pair of means) appears in the numerator and an estimate of the numerator's standard 
deviation appears in the denominator. The later estimate is based on the calculated s square or  
s squares of the samples.  

If these calculations yield a value of (t) that is sufficiently different from zero, the test is considered  
to be statistically significant.  

The t test employs the statistic (t) to test a given statistical hypothesis about the mean of a population 
(or about the means of two populations).  

Type I error : You have committed a Type One error if you have rejected the hypothesis tested  
when it was true. In a given statistical test, the probability of a type 1 error is equal to the value  
you have set for alpha. 

Type II error  : You have committed a Type II error if you failed to reject the hypothesis tested 
when a given alternative hypothesis was true. In a given statistical test, the probability of a type II  
error is equal to the value calculated for Beta. 

Related measures : With any set of items (for example the population of 9 persons we have 
discussed elsewhere) we could, if we chose to, measure more than one feature, We could, for 
example, measure each persons weight as well as their height. The population of paired numbers 
would be described as related measures provided that we always knew which weight was related to 
which height. That is, we always associated the weight of a given person with that same person's 
height.  

Confounding factor : In a well designed psychology experiment an investigator will randomly  
assign subjects to two or more groups and except for differences in the experimental procedure 
applied to each group, the groups will be treated exactly alike. Under these circumstances  
any differences between the groups that are statistically significant are attributed to differences  
in the treatment conditions. This, of course assumes that except for the various treatment conditions 
the groups were, in fact, treated exactly alike.  
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Unfortunately, however, it is always possible that despite an experimenter's best intentions there  
was some unsuspected systematic differences in the way the groups were treated in addition  
to the intended treatment conditions. Statisticians describe systematic differences of this sort  
as confounding factors or confounding variables.  

If, for example, subjects in one group are simultaneously tested in a room with the heat set at 70 
degrees whereas subjects in another group are simultaneously tested in a nearby identically 
appointed room with the heat set at 60 degrees, the obtained differences in performance could be 
attributed to any of three factors. It could be due to the random assignment of subjects (i.e. to chance). 
It could be due to the different temperatures in the two rooms. It could, however, be due to some 
confounding factor such as differences in ambient illumination that result from unnoticed differences  
in the orientation of each room with respect to the sun. In any experiment an appropriate statistical  
test can help in the decision as to whether or not to attribute the results to chance, but only the  
most careful analysis of the actual conditions of the experiment can suggest whether or not the  
results might be due to a confounding factor.  

Correlation : Given a pair of related measures (X and Y) on each of a set of items, the correlation 
coefficient (r) provides an index of the degree to which the paired measures co-vary in a linear 
fashion. In general r will be positive when items with large values of X also tend to have large values 
of Y whereas items with small values of X tend to have small values of Y. Correspondingly, r will be 
negative when Items with large values of X tend to have small values of Y whereas items with small 
values of X tend to have large values of Y. The value of r is calculated by first converting the Xs and 
Ys into their respective Z Scores and, keeping track of which Z Score goes with which item, 
determining the value of the mean Z Score product. Numerically, r can assume any value between  
-1 and +1 depending upon the degree of the relationship. Plus and minus one indicate perfect  
positive and negative relationships whereas zero indicates that the X and Y values do not co-vary  
in any linear fashion 

The normal distribution is shown below in graphic and algebraic form.  

 

Regression : Given a pair of related measures ( X and Y ) on each of a set of items, the term 
"regression" is used to characterize the manner in which one of the measures (for example  
the Y measures) change as the other measure ( in this case, the X measure) changes. For any set  
of related measures, it is possible to specify a line that approximates the mean of the Y measures  
for those items with a given X measure. By revealing how the mean of the Y measures change  
as the various X measures change, this line is understood to describe the regression of Y on X.  

It is noteworthy that for the same set of related measures there is always a second regression line  
that describes the regression of X on Y.  

The regression line is the predicted value of Y for each value of X. 
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Regression and prediction : In the concept of regression, the regression line indicates the predicted 
value of Y for each value of X. 

A statistic is said to be an unbiased estimate of a given parameter when the mean of the sampling 
distribution of that statistic can be shown to be equal to the parameter being estimated.  

For example, the mean of a sample is an unbiased estimated of the mean of the population from 
which the sample was drawn.  

The statistic Chi Square ( ) is what statisticians call an enumeration statistic. Rather than 
measuring the value of each of a set of items, a calculated value of Chi Square compares the 
frequencies of various kinds (or categories) of items in a random sample to the frequencies  
that are expected if the population frequencies are as hypothesized by the investigator.  

Chi square is often used to assess the "goodness of fit" between an obtained set of frequencies  
in a random sample and what is expected under a given statistical hypothesis. For example,  
Chi Square can be used to determine if there is reason to reject the statistical hypothesis that  
the frequencies in a random sample are as expected when the items are from a normal distribution.  

In the equation shown below, O and E are Observed and Expected frequencies in each category. 

In statistics the transformation rules describe the changes in the mean, variance and standard 
deviation of a distribution when every item in a distribution is either increased or decreased by a 
constant amount. These rules also describe the changes in the mean, variance and standard deviation 
of a distribution when every item in the distribution is either multiplied or divided by a constant amount.  

Transformation rule (1)  : Adding a constant to every item in a distribution adds the constant  
to the mean of the distribution, but it leaves the variance and standard deviation, unchanged.  

Transformation rule (2) : Multiplying every item in a distribution by a constant multiplies the  
mean and standard deviation of that distribution by the constant and it multiplies the variance of  
the distribution by the square of the constant.  

 
 

Suggested Learning Order   :  
 

• Population  

• Histogram  

• Mean  

• Median  

• Mode  

• Range  

• Average Deviation  

• Variance  

• Standard Deviation  
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• Random Sample  

• Parameter  

• Statistic  

• Sample Mean (X Bar)  

• s square (Sample Variance Estimate)  

• Sampling Distribution  

• Unbiased Estimate  

• Central Limit Theorem  

• Standard Error  

• Normal Distribution  

• Transformation Rules  

• Z Score  

• Statistical Test  

• Critical Region  

• Critical Value  

• Two-Tailed Test  

• One-Tailed Test  

• The Statistic Z  

• Null Hypothesis  

• Statistical Hypothesis  

• Statistical Significance  

• Alpha  

• Type I Error  

• Alternative Hypothesis  

• Beta  

• Type II Error  

• Power  

• Relationship between Alpha, Beta, & Power  

• Degrees of Freedom  

• The Statistic t  

• t Test  

• The Statistic F  

• F Test  

• Sum of Squares  

• Related Measures  

• Correlation Coefficient  

• Regression  

• Regression Toward the Mean  

• Prediction  

• Confounding Factor  

• Chi square  

• ANOVA  

• Mean Square 
 

 Alphabetical Order     :  
 

• Alpha  

• Alternative Hypothesis  

• ANOVA  

• Average Deviation  

• Beta  

• Central Limit Theorem  

• Chi square  

• Confounding Factor  

• Correlation Coefficient  

• Critical Region  

• Critical Value  

• Degrees of Freedom  

• The Statistic F  

• F Test  

• Histogram  

• Mean  

• Mean Square  

• Median  

• Mode  

• Normal Distribution  

• Null Hypothesis  

• One-Tailed Test  

• Parameter  

• Population  

• Power  

• Prediction  

• Random Sample  

• Range  

• Regression  

• Regression Toward the Mean  

• Related Measures  

• Relationship between Alpha, Beta, & Power  

• Sample Mean (X Bar)  

• Sampling Distribution  

• s square (Sample Variance Estimate)  

• Standard Deviation  

• Standard Error  

• Statistic  

• Statistical Hypothesis (see Null Hypothesis)  

• Statistical Significance  

• Statistical Test  

• The Statistic t  

• Sum of Squares  

• t Test  

• Transformation Rules  

• Two-tailed Test  

• Type I Error  

• Type II Error  

• Unbiased Estimate  

• Variance  

• X Bar (See Sample Mean)  

• The Statistic Z  

• Z Score  
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